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Abstract 

 Many cryptosystems were designed to prevent 

data from unauthorized access, and some are 

relatively secure but slow. Others are fast but 

relatively not secure enough. One of the most 

efficient cryptosystems is Hill Cipher algorithm 

which is classified as symmetric encryption. In 

this paper we provide a solution for the problem 

of non-invertible matrix by modifying the way of 

dealing with key matrix, and make all matrices; 

including not invertible ones, usable in modified 

Hill cipher system. Moreover, it will solve the 

known of pair plaintext and cipher text problem 

by generating new key matrix for each encrypted 

block of plaintext, using SHA-512. Since SHA-

512 generates 64 integers we can manipulate 

these integers to become 128 different integers 

and use them as an input for the matrix; based on 

the concept that any acceptable data must not be 

prime. 

1. Introduction 

Hill Cipher algorithm is not widely used despite 

of its linear nature, simplicity and ease of use. 

Hill Cipher is not widely used since it is easy to 

know the secret key if pair of plaintext and a 

cipher text is known [1-3].  

In addition, Hill Cipher has a problem of none-

invertible matrices; not only the zero determinant  

 

 

 

 

Matrices but all none prime determinant matrices 

relative to modular value. Hence, the unreliability 

of the system, because of the two previous 

problems Hill Cipher not widely used [4]. In 

section four. Through this paper, we try to make 

Hill Cipher usable for all determinants in our 

system. 

It's important to notice that we have two 

techniques to overcome all Hill Cipher problems. 

First solve the problem of none invertible 

matrices which enables us to use the second 

method. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. 

Section two briefly discusses the difference 

between symmetric and asymmetric 

cryptosystem.  Section three gives brief 

introduction about Hill Cipher. Section four 

introduces disadvantages of Hill Cipher through 

different examples. Section five explains the 

solution for the Hill Cipher main problem none 

invertible matrices. Section six explains how to 

create secret key for every encryption to prevent 

key discovery.  We conclude our work in section 

seven. 

2. Symmetric vs. Asymmetric     

Encryption 

Encryption systems are divided into two main 

categories, symmetric and asymmetric.  

Symmetric encryption, also known as secret key 

or single key, uses the same key that sender uses 

to encrypt the data and to decrypt it by the 
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receiver on the other side [5-7]. This system was 

the only system used earlier to the discovering 

and developing the public key [7-8]. In 

symmetric encryption, a safe way of data transfer 

must be used to move the secret key between the 

sender and the receiver [9]. Symmetric 

encryption occurs either by substitution or 

transposition technique, or by a mixture of both 

techniques [10]. 

Symmetric encryption has many advantages over 

asymmetric in many ways. First, it is faster since 

it doesn’t consume much time in data encryption 

and decryption. Secondly, it is easier than 

asymmetric encryption in secret key generation 

[11-12]. However, it has some disadvantages, for 

example, key distribution between the sender and 

the receiver. Thus, symmetric encryption can 

achieve a good system performance while 

asymmetric encryption can provide a high level 

of security [13-14]. 

Asymmetric encryption is the opposite of 

symmetric encryption in safety, since it doesn’t 

require the sharing of the secret key between the 

sender and the receiver. [12, 15]. But asymmetric 

encryption is slower and very complicated in 

calculations [14]. Therefore, the nature of the 

data determines the system of encryption. 

 

3. Hill Cipher 

Hill cipher is an application of modular linear 

algebra to cryptology [1] .Many researches and 

papers tried to use Hill Cipher algorithm to build 

a comprehensive cryptosystem, because it has 

many advantages; it's simple and easy since it 

uses multiplications of matrices. It's also fast and 

highly productive; also it is very strong 

substitution technique against a cipher-only 

attack [16-17]. 

However, it has two compound problems. The 

first one: is that Hill Cipher requires an inverse of 

each matrix, used in order to decrypt all the 

matrixes used in the encryption side. And many 

matrices have no inverse. In case the key remains 

constant during the encryption process, it will be 

easy for the hacker to get it; once he gets a pair of 

plaintext and cipher text [15].  

Hill Cipher was invented by Lester S. Hill in 

1929 [18-19]. The idea of Hill Cipher is matrices 

multiplications in which every character or group 

of characters in the plaintext is substituted by a 

character or a group of characters in the 

ciphertext. Each character is assigned to a 

numerical value [2-5].  

To encrypt a block consists of n  characters, we 

need nn  matrix. During the decryption 

process, we need the inverse of the matrix. It's 

important to notice that the inverse of the matrix 

is calculated depending on modular value of the 

system (�) [2-5, 20].  

The encryption and decryption model are:  

pxkc mod  

Where c is the cipher text, x is the plaintext, k is 

the key matrix, and p is the modular value. 

pckx mod  

4. Hill Cipher Problems 

The first problem of Hill cipher is none invertible 

matrices; since the encrypted text can't be 

decrypted [13, 8]. Also when the matrix not 

invertible, two plaintext vector will be mapped 

into the same cipher text vector. 

A second problem of Hill Cipher is the known-

plaintext attack. Due to Hill Cipher linear nature, 

the cryptosystem can be broken through the 

known plaintext attack [21-22]. An analyzer 

knows only two pairs of plaintext-cipher text, and 
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then the key matrix can be calculated, from the 

following equations. 
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5. All Matrices invertible 

To make all matrices invertible there are two 

chooses. First proposed method depend on 

convert every two characters in encryption side, 

into three characters in decryption side. At 

encryption side, the key matrix is used, while at 

decryption side the normal inverse of key matrix 

is used. This technique requires some restriction 

on the maximum value allowed in the key matrix. 

The second method does not have any restriction 

on the values of key matrix, but every two 

characters at the encryption side will convert into 

four characters in the decryption side. 

5.1 First Technique Algorithm  

1. Check if the determinant of the key matrix is 

zero. If so, add identity matrix, else do nothing. 

Convert the two vector of plaintext into one 

numerical value. 

2. Calculate the three cipher text vectors from 

the following equations:  

 21 pnpkcT 
 

ncc T mod1   

nncc T mod)/int(2   

nncc T mod)/int( 2
3   

3. Convert the numerical values into characters. 

At the decryption side: 

1. Check if the determinant of the key matrix is 

zero. If so, add identity matrix, else do nothing. 

2. Convert the three vectors of cipher text into 

numerical values. 

3. Calculate the two plaintext vectors from the 

following equations. 

)))((( 321 cncnccT   

Tckx  1  

n

x
p 1  

nxp mod2   

4. Convert the numerical values into characters. 

In this method, numerical values of key have 

small restriction which is discussed in the 

following section.  

5.1.1 Key space of matrix of first 

technique 

Let 
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And the modular value is p . 

Assume we have the worst case; in this case the 

values of plaintext vectors are 1p . The 

problem is to find the values accepted to act as 

key matrix element. Also assume these elements 

are also at the worst case scenario; are equal to 

each other and are equal to y. 
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To use the previous technique, the following 

equation must hold: 

3pcT  . 

So we can calculate the maximum value of y. 

  32 1 ppyn 
 

 12

3




pn

p
y .  

5.2. Second Technique Algorithm  

The second technique is similar to the first one, 

except that every two characters from encryption 

side convert into four characters in the decryption 

side, but no restriction on the key space values. 

At the encryption side the equations are: 

 21 pnpkcT 
 

ncc T mod1   

nncc T mod)/int(2   

nncc T mod)/int( 2
3   

)/int( 3
4 ncc T  

At the decryption side the equations are: 

))))(((( 4321 cncncnccT 
 

Tckx  1
 

n

x
p 1  

nxp mod2   

To change data entry of matrix, we can choose 

any numbers that make the determinant not prime 

relative to the modular value, but less than or 

equal the maximum value y accept. 

6. Multi key Generation 

Generating new key steps 

1. Send secure 128 bit using secure 

channel. 

2. Use this secret key to generate 128 

integers using SHA-512, and save the 

result in array. 

3. Check if use all elements of the array 

matrix, then merge the element of array 

to generate new 128 bit secrete key and 

call SHA -512 using this new secret key, 

else use the reset of element to generate 

the new key matrix. 

4. Check if the determinant of the key 

matrix zero, if so, adds the identity 

matrix. 

5. If using the first technique develop the 

following equation 

 1mod  ykk  

6. Repeat steps 3 through 7 for each 

block(s), if required. 

 

Figure1: Generation multi key algorithm 

7. Results and Comparison 

We make three comparisons between original 

Hill cipher, second technique of modified Hill 

Cipher (MRHC) and AES. Figure 2 is when key 

matrix size is 2x2 and data of plaintext ranged 

from 12 KB into 58 KB. Figure 3 is when key 

matrix size is 4x4. Figure 4 is when key matrix 

size 9x9.  From size 9x9 and up, the MRHC take 

time more than AES. 
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Figure2. time for encryption and decryption when 

matrix size2x2 

 

Figure3: time for encryption and decryption when 

matrix size4x4 

 

Figure4: time for encryption and decryption when 

matrix size 9x9 

7. Conclusion 

This paper introduced a new method to overcome 

the non-invertible matrices problem in Hill 

Cipher. Through the introduced solution, it will 

be possible to overcome the known plaintext 

attack. 

One of the main advantages for our work is the 

capability of using any matrices as a key to Hill 

Cipher algorithm including zero determinant 

matrices. So, there will be no restriction on key 

selection. The process of generating a new key 

for every transmitted block of data, makes the 

algorithm more secure. As generating a new key 

doesn’t have a mathematical inverse method, ; 

using SHA-512, it's extremely difficult for the 

hacker to calculate the key.     

When using SHA-512 for generating new key 

matrix, if the key matrix is less than or equal to 

8x8, then the modified Hill Cipher MRHC takes 

less time than AES and for all matrices size less 

than original Hill Cipher,, otherwise the time on 

MRHC will increase over AES. 
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